Personal Space

By Miriam V.
Quiet Mouse liked personal space. She didn’t like it when her friends crouched over her shoulder at reading time. She enjoyed art time because everyone in her class was given their own water color set. Quiet Mouse was happy that no one would mix up her colors.
At recess, Quiet Mouse was playing hopscotch, when her friend Bouncy Kangaroo jumped over and asked her if she wanted to celebrate their Birthdays together this year. Since they were born on the same day, the two friends decided to make one combined birthday party.
When their big day finally came, both Quiet Mouse and Bouncy Kangaroo were very busy preparing for their birthday party. Quiet Mouse carefully set up the table for refreshments, decorated a birthday cake, and made sure that all of her friends would have a place to sit. Bouncy Kangaroo was busy too. He was busy talking about which presents he would get while popping the balloons that Quiet Mouse had blown up.
when the guests came, everyone started to play party games. Bouncy Kangaroo was very excited. He kept bouncing all over the place. He accidentally bounced straight onto the cake that Quiet Mouse had made. Quiet Mouse was really upset! Bouncy Kangaroo apologized to everyone and tried to be less bouncy.
After the party, Quiet Mouse and Bouncy Kangaroo opened up their birthday presents. They each got bubbles and hula hoops. When Quiet Mouse blew her bubbles, Bouncy Kangaroo was careful not to pop them. The friends hula hooped trying to not bump into each other. They respected each other's space and were happy to be friends.